
VELOXAP EDG - 
ENTERPRISE DATA GOVERNANCE

1. The right of access
2. The right to rectif ication
3. The right to erase
4. The right to restrict processing
5. The right to data portabil ity
6. The right to object
7.Rights in relation to automated decision
making and profi l ing

GDPR REQUIREMENT FOR PERSONAL / SPECIAL PERSONAL 
DATA MANAGEMENT

VELOXAP EDG FOR GDPR COMPLIANCE

BUILD, IMPLEMENT AND
MANAGE YOUR
ORGANIZATION'S
GDPR COMPLIANCE WITH
VELOXAP EDG

Discover GDPR sensitive data, both
on structured and unstructured data
sources
Document application & processes
relevant to GDPR
Remediate your risks on GDPR
sensitive data
	 Masking & redacting: Static or
	 Dynamic covering both
	 structured and unstructured data
	 Restrict Access  to GDPR 
	 sensitive unstructured data
	 Shred GDPR sensitive unstruc-
	 tured data through automated
 	 policies
Automate GDPR sensitive protection
policies on unstructured data

Why MDSap? With over 25 years of experience supporting international organizations across the
Middle East,  Turkey and Eastern Europe, MDS ap helps cl ients maximize the ROI on their investment
in SAP solutions.
With years of expertise in enterprise solutions, we collaborate with our customers to optimize their
organization’s digital transformation experience and offer expertise on associated enabling software
solutions.
MDS ap is a part of the tech giant Midis Group. We’re also a Gold Partner of SAP and PartnerEdge ISV
partner allowing us to integrate SAP technologies and innovations with our own solutions to unlock
new customer value and market potential.

www.mdsaptech.com/tr

Veloxap EDG – Enterprise Data Governance compliance solution supports
organizations to map the data and inventory, to determine the set of rules
(policy/procedure rules) required for maintaining full-compliance, to apply
the pre-determined compliance rules and enables consolidated reporting
of the scope and effectiveness of the rules applied.
 
Complex requirements of GDPR compliance pose challenges on enterprise
data management which could only be answered by a thorough approach,
including people, processes, and technology. Powered by SAP solutions,
Veloxap EDG offers the organizations a holistic approach covering different
stages of data management life-cycle.

KEY CAPABILITIES BENEFITS

Reduce IT cost  of implementing and
maintaining GDPR compliance
Gain overall  insight and control on
your data privacy risk
Provide compliance reporting
obligations out-of-the-box.
Provide a sustainable GDPR
compliance  solution without
incuring increased IT costs


